Bomb Threat (IED) training
How you react could save lives. Would you know what to do?
In New Zealand, bomb threats (also known as IED threats) are much more common than is publicly
advertised. For example, our largest DHB receives one a week and our largest university one a
month. Even though most of the time these amount to nothing, it’s a very easy way to threaten a
person or organisation. The question is – would you and your staff know how to respond?

Authentic training
The good news is that C4 has a programme designed and delivered by ex-Police Bomb Squad
members, instructors, and international security operatives.

The course provides a practical programme designed to:
Equip staff with knowledge and skills allowing them to safely plan for, and react in, emergency
situations involving a bomb threat
Support the organisation’s existing security and emergency response guidelines
Provide staff with knowledge that will assist them to reduce the physical and psychological risks of
an emergency involving a bomb threat

Our comprehensive programme includes:
•

The basic nature of bombing as a threat

•

The current situation in New Zealand and internationally

•

Characteristics of bomb perpetrators

•

Basic security precautions to prevent or detect bomb deliveries

•

Planning and preparation for emergency situations

•

Taking action in an emergency

•

Participating in an evacuation

•

Business continuity strategies

•

Maximising the safety of staff during an emergency

•

Strategies for conducting searches of buildings

•

Mail bomb attacks

•

Recognising and coping with the effects of Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
•

Recording information required for Police investigation

Note: Our course is consistent with the New Zealand Police Protecting our Crowded Spaces from
Attack guidelines.

Bomb Threat Training
Duration: Half day (4 hours)
Cost: $950.00 (excl. GST)
Corporate bookings only. Your place or ours.

For any further information

or to book a course please contact

us

admin@c4group.co.nz or call us on

09 6367339

on

